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Preface

In June 2020, the Luskin Center for History and Policy released a report “All is Not Well in the Golden State: The Scourge of White Nationalism in Southern California.” Produced by a team of undergraduate researchers from UCLA, the report provided extensive background to and mapping of the rise of extreme white nationalist activity in the region and state. Since the release of that report, there has been a marked uptick in white nationalist activity in the national sphere. The tumultuous final month of the Trump presidency, especially prompted by the false claim of a stolen election and culminating in the January 6 Capitol assault, pushed from the margins to the center of public attention a loose coalition of far-right actors, often motivated by conspiracy theories such as QAnon, some of whom are intent on violent insurrection.

The highly polarized political climate—and even extremist expressions—have now made their way to college campuses in the United States, including to UCLA. In light of that development, a team of six undergraduate and recently graduated UCLA students have written an update to the “All is Not Well” report that offers a detailed description of developments within the conservative political ecosystem at UCLA, with a particular focus on the actions of Christian Secor, a UCLA student who was arrested for his participation in the January 6 insurrection. To place the UCLA story within context, the report offers brief summaries of the intensification of extremist expressions and actions at the national and state levels, thus yielding three layers of interconnected activity.

Professor David N. Myers
Director, UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy
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National Context: The Capitol Riot and its Aftermath

By Grace Johnston-Glick and James Nee

The four years of Donald Trump’s presidency were marked by an uptick in the number of disaffected individuals and groups prepared to act on their radical beliefs.\(^1\) Within months of Trump’s departure, FBI Director Christopher Wray noted in U.S. Senate testimony that domestic terrorism has “metastasized across the country for a long time now,” particularly among right-wing groups.\(^2\) A force multiplier was the November 2020 election, which featured a mix of misinformation and conspiracy theories alleging that President Trump in fact won re-election.\(^3\) A Facebook group named “Stop The Steal” was formed in early November during the vote count that followed Election Day and before the race was officially called for Joe Biden.\(^4\) Twelve hours prior to its creation, Trump posted unsubstantiated claims of election theft on Twitter and Facebook that declared: “They are trying to STEAL the Election.”\(^5\) Fewer than 22 hours from its inception, the group turned into one of the fastest growing groups in the history of Facebook.\(^6\) It had over 320,000 members and, during a particularly high spike in engagement, gained 100 new members every ten seconds.\(^7\) This meteoric rise was noticed by Facebook executives, who shut down the group because it included threats to incite violence — a violation of the company’s terms of service.\(^8\) By that point, however, the damage had been done. Testimonials, photographs, and videos alleging voter fraud were recirculated on Twitter, Youtube, and other right-wing websites where they found new life.\(^9\) Facebook announced it would be removing all content from both Facebook and Instagram that featured the phrase “stop the steal.”\(^10\)

Far-right agitation built up over the course of November and December, as the Stop the Steal rhetoric migrated to Parler and Telegram, culminating in the events of

---

\(^1\) According to Miles Taylor, former chief of state to the head of the Department of Homeland Security during the Trump presidency: “I can say, unequivocally, when it comes to the issue of domestic terrorism, this White House was completely out to lunch. That warped perspective essentially held back administration policy on the issue of domestic terrorism so significantly that I believe it has lost American lives.” See Will Carliss, “After years of denial under President Trump, experts expect Joe Biden to confront domestic extremism,” *USA Today*, December 9, 2020, https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2020/12/09/biden-trump-challenges-domestic-extremism/3825616001/.


\(^5\) Ibid.

\(^6\) Ibid.

\(^7\) Ibid.

\(^8\) Ibid.

\(^9\) Ibid.

January 6.11 As is well known, President Trump gave a speech at the “March to Save America” rally organized by Women for America First, declaring that, “We’re going to walk down to the Capitol and we’re going to cheer on our brave senators and congressmen and women and we’re probably not going to be cheering so much for some of them.”12 He also declared to the audience: “if you don’t fight like hell you’re not going to have a country anymore.”13 To be sure, some of those at the rally came to engage in peaceful protest; but it is now known that others came with the express intent to foment violent insurrection.14

As of February 2021, over 250 individual riot participants have been arrested by federal authorities.15 Three of the primary militias present at the Capitol riot were the Three Percenters, the Oath Keepers, and the Proud Boys. According to an NPR report, the Three Percenters believe that “a small group of trained and well-armed individuals with a just cause are within their rights to overthrow the government.16 The group evolved out of an extremist wing of the gun rights movement in 200817, and took its name from the myth that only three percent of colonists took up arms against the British throughout the American Revolution.18, 19 Mike Vanderboegh, a notable Three Percenter, explained that those in the movement “are committed to the restoration of the Founders’ Republic, and are willing to fight, die and, if forced by any would-be oppressor, to kill in the defense of [them]selves and the Constitution that [they] all took an oath to uphold against enemies foreign and domestic.”20 Meanwhile, the Oath Keepers were founded in 2009 by Stewart Rhodes, a Yale Law School graduate and former U.S. Army paratrooper, partially in response to Barack Obama being elected as the first African-American president.21 The FBI categorizes the Oath Keepers as “a large, loosely organized collection of militias that believe the federal government has been overtaken by a shadowy conspiracy that aims to strip citizens of their rights.”22

According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, the Oath Keepers claim that tens of

---

18 Diaz and Treisman.  
22 Diaz and Treisman, “Members of Right-Wing.”
thousands of former and active duty law enforcement officers and military veterans are members of the organization.23

These militia groups were created prior to the Trump years, but the Proud Boys were founded in the midst of Trump’s rise to power in the 2016 presidential election by VICE Media co-founder Gavin McInnes.24 Indeed, it was this group that Trump mentioned in the first presidential debate on September 29, 2020 in response to moderator Chris Wallace’s question about whether he would condemn white supremacists and militia groups. Notably, President Trump mentioned the Proud Boys on that occasion, telling them: “Stand by and stand back.”252627

Far-right voices on social media reacted to the January 6 rally and insurrection in a variety of ways. Some suggested, in classic antisemitic fashion, that it was Jews who sought to “instill more unrest between the right and the left” (post01; post12), or that the storming was a psychological operation (psyop) orchestrated by the combined forces of Antifa, federal law enforcement officers, and agents of the People’s Republic of China (post07; post08). The latter explanation is similar to the claim made by many Trump supporters on Parler: that Antifa was behind the storming, not “real” Trump supporters. In response to this claim, however, one user retorted, “This is Q tier disinfo that only a f----- idiot would fall for” (post09). Others expressed skepticism about the claim that the storming was a false flag (post10; post13; post15). Conversely, some QAnon supporters on the 8kun board dedicated to the conspiracy theory did indeed dismiss the events at the Capitol as a false flag (noanons01).28

This diversity of themes attests to the diversity of perspectives on the landscape of far-right extremism in this country. To help understand these extremist variants, the tables below categorize different movements and organizations. The extent to which a group identifies with a position is rated either: No; Rarely; Sometimes; Often; or Yes.

23 Southern Poverty Law Center, “Oath Keepers.”
26 Per Wells, Ballhaus, and Hagey the Proud Boys organized an earlier rally in Washington, D.C. on November 14 to protest the outcome of the election; blaming Trump’s loss on antifa. Trump addressed the rally in a Tweet hours after it had ended: “Antifa SCUM ran for the hills today when they tried attacking the people at the Trump Rally, because those people aggressively fought back.”
27 According to the SPLC, Trump’s first electoral win led to an increase in Proud Boy membership, see https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/proud-boys.
28 All in-text citations refer to screenshots that are archived here: https://cryptpad.fr/drive/#/2/drive/view/W8Mmbf6NIwoAb783v3jzEFa7C7rnRLy3f3BDyKCEQx8/.
29 Some saw the storming as an event that had potential—“This was our chance and they blew it” (post02; post05)—while others thought it was inherently misguided (post03; post06), or “not an ‘assault’ at all, [...] but rather] just qn---er [QAnon-supporting] idiots at most” (post04). One user in line with the “inherently misguided” interpretation specified, “I expected this to accomplish nothing. What I didn’t expect is for Trump to so completely abandon his people” (post11). In contrast, a different user expressed that Trump was not dependable from the start because both he and the Republican Party operate within the confines of so-called “jewish control” and “jewish power” (post14). In the far-right ecosystem, a key point of reference is The Turner Diaries, a novel published in 1978 by the white nationalist William Luther Pierce. The protagonist, Earl Turner, participates in an insurgency against the United States that culminates in a massive race war. In the aftermath of January 6, one user excitedly speculated that a Turner Diaries-esque civil war will erupt: “So what I believe will happen is more Anthony Warners, more Timothy[sic] Mc Veighs, more Robert Bowers, more Brenton Tarrants until “we” as White dissidents can progress beyond mere lone wolf attacks that accomplish little into organized insurgency against the regime” (post16).
### GROUPS | PRO-TRUMP | CHRISTIANITY | WHITE SUPREMACY
---|---|---|---
Stop the Steal | Yes | Often | No
3%ers | Yes | Sometimes | No
Oathkeepers | Yes | Sometimes | No
Proud Boys | No$^{30}$ | Often | No, but identify as “Western chauvinists”
Groypers | Sometimes | Yes | Often
“Level 4”s | No | Rarely | Yes

### GROUPS | PRO-... | NONLETHAL DIRECT ACTION | LONE WOLF TERRORISM | CIVIL WAR
---|---|---|---|---
Stop the Steal | Yes | No | Sometimes
3%ers | Yes | No | Yes
Oathkeepers | Yes | No | Yes
Proud Boys | Yes | No | Sometimes
Groypers | Yes | No | No
“Level 4”s | Sometimes | Yes | Yes

---

$^{30}$ The organization was founded to be explicitly pro-Trump, ardently supporting the Trump administration during most of his presidency. However, following the Capitol insurrection, many in the organization have turned against Trump (Sheera Frenkel and Alan Feuer, “A Total Failure’: The Proud Boys Now Mock Trump,” *The New York Times*, updated March 5, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/20/technology/proud-boys-trump.html).
California and the Trump Presidency

By Lacy Green and Gavin Quan

Parallel to developments at the national level, California also saw a rise in white nationalist activity during the Trump years. In fact, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center’s “Hate Map,” California is the state with the largest number of white nationalist groups.31 Both Northern and Southern California saw an increase in white nationalist presence and activity over the past two years.

Northern California

Northern California is often viewed as less diverse and inclusive than the rest of the state, but recently, Stockton, Sacramento, and Oakland have been ranked among the most diverse cities in the country.32 This demographic shift may explain why two white nationalist groups (American Identity Movement and Counter-Currents Publishing) have become active in Sacramento, and why there has been an increase in white nationalist activity in that area.

At times, this activity has assumed violent form. In one of the most notorious incidents, Santino William Legan, a lone wolf gunman, went on a rampage at the Gilroy Garlic Festival in 2019, killing three and wounding 17. Legan killed himself when confronted by law enforcement. Prior to his attack, Legan urged people to read *Might is Right*, a fascist and antisemitic manifesto that promotes racial violence.33

Further examples of increased white nationalist activity from Northern California include Eddie Block, a member of the Proud Boys Central Valley Chapter, who travelled to Washington D.C. and live streamed other Proud Boys members from across the country climbing over perimeter fences and breaking into the Capitol building on January 6, 2021. On the same day, hundreds of Trump supporters also gathered around the California State Capitol building to protest the certification of the Electoral College vote. Proud Boys joined the Trump supporters, and violent tensions escalated between them and counter protestors.34

Southern California

Southern California has a long and continuing history of white nationalism. The Anti-Defamation League reported a 120% increase in white nationalist propaganda in Southern California from 2018 to 2019. Ninety percent of extremist flyers were produced by three white nationalist groups: the American Identity Movement, Patriot

---

Front, and the New Jersey European Heritage Association. The flyers were posted at high schools, community colleges, universities, and other public spaces around Southern California. Their propaganda is designed to target those who might sympathize with the white nationalist movement.

White nationalist activity has also taken a dangerously violent turn in the region. Most significantly, on April 27, 2019, John Timothy Earnest attacked the Chabad Synagogue in Poway, killing one and injuring three, including the rabbi. While Earnest had no known affiliation with white nationalist groups, he did author an antisemitic and racist manifesto on 8chan before the attack.

With respect to January 6, a significant number of Southern Californians participated in the Capitol riots, including a number of military veterans and law enforcement officers. Ashli Babett, a Southern California resident who became interested in far-right politics after leaving the Air Force, was killed by Capitol police during the riot. On January 14, 2021, Los Angeles Sheriff Alex Villanueva announced that his office was investigating a deputy who had attended the Capitol riot. Six days later it was reported that the Orange County Sheriff’s Department was also investigating a deputy who was alleged to have participated in the riot. The Orange County Sheriff’s department had come under scrutiny earlier that summer after one of its officers displayed an Oath Keepers patch on his uniform during a Black Lives Matter protest. In addition, UCLA student Christian Secor participated in the January 6 insurrection and has since been arrested. Secor and his activity at UCLA are discussed in the next section of this report.

The white nationalist group Patriot Front continues to be responsible for spreading hateful rhetoric throughout California by posting flyers around cities and college campuses. The American Identity Movement (originally known as Identity Evropa) remained one of the most active groups in Southern California until November 2020 when its leader, Patrick Casey, announced the group’s disbandment in order to join forces with Nick Fuentes and the “Groyper Army.” The Anti-Defamation League reports that the Patriot Front and American Identity Movement were responsible for 90% of the flyering in California since 2019.

Most recently, several other white nationalist groups have emerged, or become more active in California. The Hundred Handers is an international white supremacist sticker producer whose stickers have reportedly been posted around Southern

---

38 Patriot Front is a rebrand of the group’s original name, “Vanguard America.” The group rebranded itself following the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville because event images of James Alex Fields Jr - the man who drove his car into and killed Heather Hyer - showed him standing with VA and holding their symbol.
California.41 The Goyim Defense League (GDL) – originally from Petaluma, California, and named ironically after the one-time extremist Jewish Defense League – is another group that engages in spreading antisemitic rhetoric. In addition to its large online presence, the GDL also disseminates propaganda stickers, flyers, and banners around California. In 2020, GDL’s main form of activity was hanging antisemitic banners on freeway overpasses, with members sometimes dressed as Orthodox Jews.42 Additionally, the Proud Boys, a far-right group known for staging violent rallies and stoking civil unrest, has three chapters across California: in Sacramento, Anaheim, and Modesto. The Proud Boys participated in the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, N.C., the pro-Trump “Stop the Steal” rallies, and the US Capitol insurrection.43 Incidents related to the Oath Keepers and the Three Percenters have been recently identified in California.44 Lastly, the white supremacist group the Groyper Army – headed by “America First” podcaster, Nick Fuentes – has recently emerged at UCLA.45

Aside from currently active groups, the map also includes all Californians who took part in the U.S. Capitol riot. These Californians include: Proud Boys member Eddie Block, an unnamed L.A. County sheriff’s deputy, extremist media personality Vincent James Foxx, Ashli Babbett (who was fatally shot during the Capitol insurrection), Hunter Emke of Glendora, former USC swimmer and Olympic gold-medalist Klete Keller, and three Beverly Hills residents: Gina Bisignano, John Strand, and Simone Gold.46

The map also includes the newest form of hate crime that has emerged since the COVID-19 pandemic: “zoombombing.”47 Since the beginning of COVID-19, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of Zoom. There have been numerous incidents of individuals hacking into Zoom meetings, and the character of these attacks has mostly been antisemitic. “Zoombombings” have primarily targeted Jewish events, such as religious services conducted over Zoom.

41 https://www.adl.org/education-and-resources/resource-knowledge-base/adl-heat-map?
s=eyJhcmVhcyI6W3siY2loeS1fdXxyvBBmdlBGVzLCBDQSiSnR5cGUOiJjaXR5InoseyJzdGFoZSI6IkNBliwi

dHlwZSI6InNoYXRlInlCLGvbGnwaWY2IiI6Ild0aXR5In0sImh0bW JingdF0ZSI6IkNBliwi

dHlwZSI6InNoYXRlInlCLGvbGnwaWY2IiI6Ild0aXR5In0sImh0bW JingdF0ZSI6IkNBliwi

dHlwZSI6InNoYXRlInlCLGvbGnwaWY2IiI6Ild0aXR5In0sImh0bW JingdF0ZSI6IkNBliwi

dHlwZSI6InNoYXRlInlCLGvbGnwaWY2IiI6Ild0aXR5In0sImh0bW JingdF0ZSI6IkNBliwi

42 https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/goyim-defense-league

43 https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/proud-boys

44 These incidents will be highlighted in more detail on the map.


47 https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2020/05/05/why-white-supremacists-are-targeting-zoom-meetings-during-covid-19-pandemic
The Fracturing of Conservatism and the Rise of Extremism at UCLA

By Talla Khelghati and Brandon Broukhim

Introduction

The events and actions described at both national and state levels are also connected to local developments on the UCLA campus. Indeed, the divisions between mainstream and extremist positions on the right-side of the political spectrum were present within the conservative political ecosystem at UCLA during the 2019-2020 academic year.

At the beginning of that academic year, Bruin Republicans (BR) could be described as the leading conservative organization at UCLA in terms of public recognition and influence. In previous years, BR had gained renown for contentious events featuring prominent conservative figures, such as Ben Shapiro and Milo Yiannopoulos. In fact, BR fostered an ideologically diverse membership, serving as an umbrella organization to the various strands of conservatism on campus. This ideological diversity and relative camaraderie were made possible by BR’s lack of a platform-driven mission statement. Instead, the organization affirmed its broad-based commitment to serving as an outlet for conservative opinions and debate. As a result, BR frequently enjoyed event sponsorship from national conservative organizations such as Turning Point USA (TPUSA) and Young America’s Foundation (YAF).

The aforementioned camaraderie waned throughout the 2019-2020 academic year. New forms of right-wing extremism found a home in the BR’s conservative coalition, which alienated more traditional members. A particularly polarizing figure was Christian Secor, who wished to bring ethno-nationalist politics to the center of BR’s – and the GOP’s – ethos. Secor participated in the January 6 Capitol insurrection and was subsequently arrested by the FBI on February 16, 2021. His extreme political ideology, which can be identified as “Groyperism” or “America First,” sowed division within the small conservative community on campus and raised fears regarding campus safety.

This portion of the report will chart the evolution of BR during the 2019-2020 academic year and the internal divisions that developed within the club. Following a brief introduction to Christian Secor and “Groyperism,” the report will go on to describe...

50 Young America’s Foundation, “Speaker’s Bureau,” https://www.yaf.org/speakers/
four phases that chronicle the unraveling of BR and the growing prominence of more extreme voices in the conservative political ecosystem at UCLA. Phase I documents the first public entanglement between traditional conservatives and the extreme right. Phase II highlights significant infighting among BR’s leadership over the club’s ideological direction. It is important to note that the first two phases went largely unnoticed by the UCLA student body, even amongst the campus’ most politically engaged students. Phase III concerns the growing public awareness of Christian Secor as a leader of the America First movement at UCLA. Phase IV addresses the implications of Secor’s ideology culminating in his eventual arrest. We have proposed a set of recommendations to the UCLA administration for consideration in order to provide for an open, but safe, campus environment.

Christian Secor and His Connection to “Groypers” Ideology

Christian Secor is a fourth-year transfer student studying political science at UCLA with a documented record of extremist statements. Secor’s now-deleted Twitter feed contained language describing fascism as “epic,” expressed support for the 2017 Charlottesville “Unite the Right” white supremacist march, suggested that Jews and the state of Israel control the politics of other governments, and at the start of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic, asked ICE to cough on undocumented individuals. Consciously rejecting traditional Republican and conservative values, Secor gave voice to a reactionary ideology closely linked to Groypers.
policy agenda and tighter, more ethnically-targeted immigration restrictions. Building on Trump’s frequent invocation of the term, Groypers have used it to hark back to the white nationalist undertones of the 1940s.

Groypers seek to infiltrate the Republican Party by espousing anti-immigration, pro-white, and Christian values that are commonly associated with white nationalist groups, though they refrain from explicitly identifying as white nationalists.59 Groypers’ leader, Nick Fuentes, offers this explanation: “In a way I think it’s almost redundant to say that you’re a white nationalist. We know that the word nation almost implicitly talks about ethnicity and biology... So I think if I call myself a nationalist, it’s almost implicit in that word that it’s, well, you know America does have a heritage of being a European Country.”60 Fuentes has been criticized by the mainstream conservative establishment for his views. For example, he was banned from attending the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) in both 201961 and 202062 and is unwelcome at TPUSA events.63

Phase I: Mainstream GOP Conservatism meets Groypyerism

Discord between traditional GOP conservatives and the extreme right within UCLA’s student body broke out into the open on November 10, 2019 with a speaking engagement by Donald Trump Jr. who was invited to discuss his 2019 book, Triggered: How the Left Thrives on Hate and Wants to Silence Us. The event was hosted by the campus chapter of Turning Point USA (TPUSA), a group generally aligned with Trumpism. On stage with Trump Jr. were his girlfriend, former Fox News personality Kimberly Guilfoyle, and Turning Point USA leader Charlie Kirk.64

Prior to the event, there was concern among UCLA administrators and UCLA’s undergraduate student government (USAC) that this event could either be a target for left-wing protests or cause emotional harm to minority communities. These concerns were specifically addressed by UCLA Administrative Vice Chancellor Michael Beck at a November 5, 2019 USAC meeting, where Beck noted there would be law enforcement

officers present to ensure the event’s security. Groups including Revolution Club UCLA and Refuse Fascism eventually did appear to protest outside Moore Hall.

TPUSA anticipated additional disruptions from inside the event from Groyper-aligned students and attendees. As a preventative measure, they decided prior to the event that Trump Jr. would not answer questions. This would disable one key Groyper tactic: confronting mainstream conservative speakers such as Trump Jr. or Kirk, whom they believed were insufficiently right-wing, with questions that contain strong antisemitic or racist undertones in order to both attract media coverage and push the speakers’ positions to further extremes. Despite preventative measures, as Trump Jr. spoke on stage at UCLA, he was interrupted by members of the audience who began chanting “Q&A! Q&A!” Christian Secor was amongst these audience members. Trump Jr. refused to answer questions, declaring that “you have some people spreading nonsense, spreading hate to try to take over that room.” While the event was scheduled for two hours (including a book signing), it ran only 35 minutes. This event marked the beginning of a Groyper or “America First” presence at UCLA.

Phase II: “Mommy’s In the House:” The Mother of All Groypers comes to UCLA

On November 14, 2019, a few days after Trump Jr. visited UCLA, BR hosted Michelle Malkin for a speaking engagement funded by the Young America Foundation (YAF), a group affiliated with Reagan-style conservatism. Malkin is a right-wing activist and political commentator who would later reveal her support for Fuentes’ “America First” movement.

On the basis of a pre-event online interview with Malkin, BR leadership was under the impression that she would be discussing issues related to immigration. Instead, Malkin discussed the TPUSA event from the previous Sunday and the divisions

68 Anti-Defamation League, “Groyper Army.”
70 CNN, “Donald Trump Jr. Leaves Stage.”
surfacing within the American conservative movement. In her speech, she denigrated conservative media personality Ben Shapiro, expressed support for Groyper leader Nick Fuentes, and refused to disavow far-right groups and figures such as the Proud Boys, Laura Loomer, and Faith Goldy. “We’re the majority in this room, and we’re the majority in this country,” Malkin emphasized.

Malkin’s remarks exacerbated existing tensions within UCLA’s conservative population, separating those who believed in a more traditional form of small-government conservatism from those who supported the “America First” agenda. Her appearance at UCLA attracted national attention from her longtime associates at YAF, whom she criticized at the event. Malkin’s 17-year relationship with YAF came to a close following her speech. The organization denounced her actions and removed her from its roster of speakers available to university campuses. In turn, Malkin began attacking YAF on Twitter, naming them “the Keepers of the Gate:”

The Keepers of the Gate have spoken. #AmericaFirst is not "mainstream." My defense of unjustly prosecuted [sic] Proud Boys, patriotic young nationalists/groypers & demographic truth-tellers must not be tolerated. SPLC is cheering.

Meanwhile, on the UCLA campus, BR student leadership raised concerns with the university’s Student Organizations, Leadership & Engagement (SOLE) office about some of its own members, including Christian Secor, whose enthusiastic support for both Fuentes and Malkin alarmed club leadership. SOLE is the body responsible for regulating UCLA student organizations, and potentially has the power to act as an intermediary to club disputes. Notwithstanding the concerns raised by some BR officials, SOLE leadership did not take any action, citing university policy on

---

79 Later, the Anti-Defamation League would point to this event as a transformation in Malkin’s public presence, where she turned from an immigration skeptic towards more nativist tones by supporting the far-right “America First” elements of the Republican Party in their call to close all borders to immigration. See Anti-Defamation League, “Michelle Malkin Is Attempting to Normalize White Supremacy,” Anti-Defamation League, August 5, 2020, https://www.adl.org/blog/michelle-malkin-is-attempting-to-normalize-white-supremacy.
80 Sommer, “Conservative Group Fires Michelle Malkin.”
82 SPLC refers here to the Southern Poverty Law Center, perceived by Malkin as an anti-conservative left-wing organization. See Michelle Malkin (@michellemalkin), Twitter Post, November 19, 2019, https://twitter.com/michellemalkin/status/1196120452857759462?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%2Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%5C%CBterm%5E1106152042857759462%Chw%5F%Chwcon%5Esi_c10&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Fconservative-group-yaf-fires-michelle-malkin-over-support-for-holocaust-denier.
noninterference in student organizations and free speech issues.

**Phase III: The UCLA Campus Culture War over America First Bruins**

Evidence of a Groyper presence among conservative students at UCLA was not restricted to Christian Secor. In fact, in January 2020, three students – including Secor – registered as signatories to “America First Bruins” with the university’s SOLE office. All three signatories were active members of BR, with fellow signatory Sam Roth – BR’s Internal Vice President – and Secor pictured at the quarterly BR trip to a local shooting range on March 7, 2020. Secor also attended CPAC 2020 where he met Fuentes (who was prevented by CPAC’s organizers from physically entering the conference hall) and posted a photo with Fuentes on his personal Twitter account. In addition, Secor tweeted a photo of the press pass he used while working as Malkin’s intern.

America First Bruins was a chapter of the emerging nationwide network of “America First” or Groyper student organizations that support “closed borders, traditional families, the American worker, and Christian values.” The organization’s origins can be traced back to Kansas State University’s “America First Students,” whose founder, Jaden McNeil, is no longer enrolled at KSU following his participation in the January 6 U.S. Capitol insurrection.

In tandem with the founding of America First Bruins, the internal political disputes within BR that began with Malkin’s on-campus event intensified. By early March 2020, a majority of the executive board of BR had resigned. Conflict increased within BR when Roth, the club’s Internal Vice President, signed an “America First” letter in the name of the entire organization, without the authorization of the executive board. America First Bruins also signed the letter, which drew new attention to the existence of the club. The letter demanded that “the Trump Administration should implement a moratorium on all immigration and rededicate its efforts to complete the

---

83 Personal notes of a Bruin Republican Executive Board Member
84 See Figure 1 (Appendix).
85 Bruin Republicans, “Thank you to everyone who came out to our quarterly shooting range trip today,” Facebook, March 7, 2020, https://www.facebook.com/BruinRepublicans/posts/1380283515492479
86 See Figure 2 (Appendix)
87 See Figure 3 (Appendix)
88 It is worth noting here that Jaden McNeil, the former Kansas State student who founded one of the original America First Students organizations, explained that meeting Nick Fuentes at CPAC helped facilitate the shift in his ideology towards Groyperism and against more mainstream, TPUSA and YAF conservatism (the two were introduced by white supremacist Faith Goldy who attended the far-right “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville in 2017). See Jane Coaston, “Steve King Endorses a Bona Fide White Supremacist for Toronto Mayor,” Vox, October 18, 2018, https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/10/18/17990718/steve-king-faith-goldy-white-supremacist-canada-iowa-republicans
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border wall, preempting the spread of the virus.”

It made national news, earning a segment on Tucker Carlson’s nightly Fox News show. The remaining BR leadership, including two out of three executive board members (excluding Roth), published a response asserting that the sentiments expressed in the “America First” letter were explicitly rejected by the majority of club leadership.

Upon reading the “America First” letter, a number of UCLA student activists grew concerned that a group such as America First Bruins was recognized as an official student organization through the SOLE office. Even Secor was surprised that the UCLA administration was “pretty good” at welcoming his organization. One left-wing student activist, Matthew William Richard, took to Twitter to write an investigative account of Secor’s activities in which he deemed Secor an “active danger” and ended up calling for his expulsion. Richard’s Twitter thread gained attention on social media and prompted other students to submit emails to the office of the Dean of Students expressing concerns with Secor’s conduct. Additionally, undergraduate student Grayson Peters authored a piece about Secor in UCLA’s Jewish student newspaper, Ha’am, and followed up with a complaint about Secor to SOLE leadership. SOLE leadership reiterated that the university was limited in its ability to act because of free speech issues. Neither then nor later did UCLA make a public comment on Secor or move to take disciplinary action.

Phase IV: Monoliths, Invasions, and Arrests

December 3, 2020 marked Secor’s first documented public transgression, which was made public through a live-streaming website called “Dlive.” Deliberately cultivating an extremist persona, Secor adopted the alias “Scuffed Elliot Rodger” on his now-deleted “Dlive” account. Elliot Rodger, a Santa Barbara City College student, was the 2014 Isla Vista mass murderer and incel who killed six people in a stabbing and
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shooting spree.\textsuperscript{103} Within the Groyper internet community, members conduct “IRL Streams,” which are live streams of activities conducted “in real life” (IRL). These activities often include verbal and physical harassment of minority communities and unhoused populations.\textsuperscript{104} On December 3, Secor joined a group of Groupers on an IRL stream that included the topping of the monolith erected in Astacadero, California and its replacement by a Christian cross.\textsuperscript{105} Monoliths have been erected internationally as part of a global art phenomenon originating in Utah.\textsuperscript{106} Secor is caught on live stream\textsuperscript{107} topping the monolith, replacing it with a cross\textsuperscript{108}, and chanting “Christ is King” and “America First.”\textsuperscript{109} This incident, along with its footage, was reported to the UCLA Dean of Students’ office in January 2021. Again, UCLA did not make any public comment or take disciplinary action.

Christian Secor’s own path of extremism took him, on January 6, 2021, to Washington, DC, where he joined a group of rioters in storming the U.S. Capitol. Photos of Secor were first identified on January 15, 2021 via Twitter user @chip_nooo; in the photographs, Secor is pictured on the Senate floor carrying an America First flag,\textsuperscript{110} which was a piece of merchandise sold by Fuentes to promote his podcast.\textsuperscript{111} Secor was identified by his ARCTERYX brand jacket, the same jacket he wore to a pro-Trump rally in Huntington Beach in late 2020.\textsuperscript{112} Secor is also identified as sitting in the Vice President’s chair on the U.S. Senate floor. After Secor was identified as a UCLA student, members of the UCLA student community called upon the administration to expel him and have filed multiple complaints through the Dean of Students’ reporting system.\textsuperscript{113} At the time of this report, it is not known what Secor’s status is and whether any disciplinary action has been taken by the university.

On February 13, 2021, an affidavit filed in a federal district court for the District of Columbia requested a court-ordered arrest warrant for Secor.\textsuperscript{114} On Tuesday,
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February 16, 2021, the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) arrested Secor at his mother’s home in Costa Mesa, California. He has since been charged with “assaulting, resisting or impeding officers; violent entry and remaining on restricted grounds, civil disorder and obstructing an official proceeding.” At the request of Magistrate Judge Zia Faruqui, he is being held without bail. The current Bruin Republican leadership, which had been closely aligned with Christian Secor, issued a statement on February 17, 2021 on Facebook and Instagram stating:

Someone who was expelled from our organization since last year has been arrested in connection to the Capitol Hill protests. We found out about his inappropriate behavior and banned him long ago. We expect the media to lie and slander us, but this is nothing new.

It is worth noting that the 2020-2021 president of the Bruin Republicans is UCLA undergraduate Sam Roth, who was previously a signatory for American First Bruins with Secor and serves as one of three signatories for Bruin Republicans. In addition, Secor and Roth served in the leadership of the statewide California College Republicans organization, holding the roles of Executive Director and Activism Director, respectively, for the 2020-2021 term.

In conclusion, the developments described in this section chart the growing infiltration into conservative circles at UCLA by far-right activists associated with the "Groypers" / "America First," which seek to reorient Republican politics in a more radical, ethnonationalist direction.
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The authors of this report have submitted a set of recommendations based on this research to UCLA administration.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Evidence and Figures

Figure 1: The official student organization registration information of America First Bruins. (Source: Now removed, but previously publicly searchable on the SOLE website.)

Figure 2: Christian Secor (right) pictured with founder of America First podcast, and fellow Groyper, Nicholas Fuentes. (Source: Photo from Secor’s now-deleted Twitter account)
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120 “Student Organizations,” UCLA Student Organizations, Leadership, & Engagement, https://sa.ucla.edu/RCO/public/search
Figure 3: Christian Secor’s official press pass for serving as Michelle Malkin’s intern. (Source: Photo from Secor’s now-deleted Twitter account)
Figure 4: College Republicans Letter/Emergency Resolution (Source: Maine College Republicans Facebook Page)\textsuperscript{121}

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 25, 2020

CONTACT: UMaine College Republicans
(207) 240-8231
umocollegerepublicans@gmail.com

Emergency Resolution
For Greater Immigration Restrictions

In times of crisis, Americans have come together to keep our country safe. We, as young American patriots, have united to support a resolution urging President Donald J. Trump to pass an indefinite moratorium on all immigration to the United States of America. We have entered an unprecedented time and must prioritize the safety and security of our citizens. Many public health measures have already been enacted to protect the American people, but we fear these measures may not be enough.

It is uncertain when the Wuhan Virus will be eradicated and we must take every precaution to prevent its spread. The need for secure borders--air, land, and sea--could never be greater to prevent the disease from being reintroduced to our country. Most overseas flights have been halted and tourist destinations shut down, but a porous land border combined with continued importation of refugees, guest workers, and foreign students render these policies ineffective. Consequently, the Trump Administration should implement a moratorium on all immigration and re-dedicate its efforts to complete the border wall, preempting the spread of the virus. These policies will ensure the safety of our citizens and do everything necessary to combat the spread of the Wuhan Virus. Specifically, we as a coalition of College Republicans nationwide, resolve together in calling on President Trump to use his emergency powers to:

- Stop all resettlement of unaccompanied minors claiming asylum status on the southern border;
- Suspend the refugee resettlement program;
- Suspend issuance of any and all new foreign student visas under the F-1 student visa program;

\textsuperscript{121} UMaine College Republicans, “In times of crisis, Americans have come together to keep our country safe,” Facebook, March 25, 2020, \url{https://www.facebook.com/MaineYR/posts/2607648752677024}
- End the Optional Practical Training program allowing hundreds of thousands of F-1 foreign student visa holders to extend their stays and gain employment in the U.S. displacing U.S. workers;
- Suspend the H-1B visa lottery for foreign tech workers from China and India who are displacing American tech workers and undercutting American STEM undergrads and grad students whose livelihoods have been upended by the Wuhan Virus pandemic;
- Suspend the EB-5 citizenship-for-sale program that primarily benefits wealthy Chinese investors;
- Block any “DACA deal” granting amnesty and work permits to 800,000 illegal alien “DREAMers;”
- Tax all alien workers’ remittances (cash transfers back to their home countries which totaled more than $573 billion in 2019); and
- Finish the southern border wall and shore up air, land, and sea assets on our northern border as well.

Furthermore, during the COVID-19 crisis, it has become abundantly clear that America should at minimum be self-sufficient for pharmaceutical drugs and other necessary medical supplies. As a result of the globalization of the U.S. economy, several essential production and supply lines have been offshored to foreign countries—leaving all of us young and old alarmingly vulnerable to shortages and unacceptably dependent on the Communist regime from which the virus originated in the first place.

As College Republicans who reject the dangerous open-borders agenda, we are united in calling on President Trump to adhere to and implement a platform to Buy American, Hire American, and put America First—beginning with an immediate and indefinite immigration moratorium that protects the health, safety, and welfare of our citizens against globalist threats.

Resolution Cosponsors:
The Real University of Maine College Republicans, Brunin Republicans at UCLA, America First Bruins, Berkeley College Republicans, College Republicans United at Arizona State University, San Diego State University College Republicans, and Hussan University College Republicans

###
Figure 5: America First Bruins Twitter account (now deleted)
Figure 6: March 20, 2020 Statement by Bruin Republicans 2019-2020 Leadership Regarding America First Bruins

Rejecting “America First Bruins”,
Recent Changes within the Bruin Republicans

As former Bruin Republicans, we have prided ourselves on providing a platform for right-leaning students at UCLA. Our goal was to inspire political discussion and to enhance the campus culture by increasing ideological discourse among students and faculty. We welcomed all members of the political spectrum to join us in our mission to broaden the diversity of opinions within the UCLA campus community.

We are angered by recent developments within Bruin Republicans. The Bruin Republicans IVP inquired with the President of the Bruin Republicans on March 22 about signing a letter titled Emergency Resolution For Greater Immigration Restrictions. The President promptly rejected the notion of co-signing the letter, as the sentiments reflected within it do not accurately represent the values and beliefs of our former membership.

On March 25, members of the Bruin Republicans woke up to emails and phone calls demanding statements regarding the letter the Bruin Republicans had unwittingly cosponsored. For many board members and general members, this was the first time they had seen the letter, let alone read it. The IVP had consulted with pro-“America First” organizations across the country using his own personal email account, rather than our club account, constructing the cosponsorship entirely on his own accord without the consent of the board and executive board, and at the blatant refusal of the Club President. Club members and board members were left with little option but to resign, or be forced to align themselves with what they viewed to be the alt-right.

We believe that xenophobia and racism have no place within the conservative movement. Our club, prior to the resignation of the vast majority of the board on March 25th, was a racially and ethnically diverse club. Many members are children of the very immigrants the letter rails against. The sentiments reflected in the letter repulsed the majority of our membership. The IVP abused the power of his office, violated our club's constitution, maligned the Bruin Republican name, jeopardized the voting authority of our board, and falsely attributed alt-right sentiments to our membership. Within a week, the Bruin Republicans have gone from having a functional organization (board, general membership, etc) to being a group composed of only a few students. Because the IVP is responsible for the Bruin Republican's campus publicity under the organization's constitution, his decision to change the login credentials of all Bruin Republicans social media and communications have made it impossible for us to reject these messages from an official platform.

Regarding the recent Bruin Republican alignment with the America-First Bruins: this would not have happened under the former Bruin Republicans leadership. We unequivocally condemn the sentiments reflected by so-called “America-First” Bruins. Its current president was part of our general membership, and reflected frightening views early this past Fall Quarter. Out of abundance of caution and in response to complaints from members of the club's general membership, members of our executive board talked to officers with UCPD regarding this individual's social media posts, and consulted with SOLE looking for any possible way to distance the Bruin Republicans from this intense and offensive member of the alt-right. We were told that the social media posts did not constitute enough of a threat and that, as a campus organization, we were stuck with this individual until he became a violent or disturbing threat to our club.
Due to the way our club is structured under our club constitution, the VP and Policy Director, both of whom remain on the Bruin Republicans board and now serve as SOLE signatories, choose debaters. Despite combative disagreement by the rest of the board, they chose to place the now-President of America First Bruins as our representative for RPU’s Crossfire Debate, pushing many board members to the verge of resignation. Many members protested the decision for this individual to debate by not attending the event, choosing not to resign in the belief that 2020-2021 board elections were only a few weeks away, giving ample opportunity for moderation in future leadership. Previously in the year, board members were again on the verge of resignation in concern about the conduct of the Policy Director. In hindsight, most board members would have resigned in this instance or because of later club stressors, but we stayed on the board in belief that we could somehow reassert the club’s trajectory, overcome past difficulties, and strengthen our organization. We did not realize the extent to which some of the members of the club had deviated to the alt-right. We continue to urge SOLE and the UCLA Dean of Students office to take immediate action against students who pose a serious threat to the UCLA community.

Furthermore, we urge the UCLA campus community to avoid associating the sentiments of 2-3 individuals with the views of all campus Republicans. We also hope that UCLA/SOLE will allow organizations more autonomy in the future regarding their own membership. Racism and xenophobia have no place on campus, and no place in campus conservatism.

We must stand united against racism, anti-Semitism, xenophobia, and all forms of hatred during a global pandemic, which can only be solved through cooperation and unity.

Former Bruin Republicans President
Former Bruin Republicans External
Vice President
Former Bruin Republicans Policy Director
(2018-2019), and other Former Board Members
Figure 7: Christian Secor (back, right) and Ryan Sanchez (front, right) pictured with two fellow America Firsters with their newly erected cross after toppling the Atascadero Monolith. (Source: Now-deleted photograph from Ryan Sanchez’s Twitter page)\textsuperscript{122}
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Figure 8: Bruin Republicans official club registration from the SOLE website.\textsuperscript{123}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bruin Republicans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**Category:**Political, Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Email:**<a href="mailto:bruinp@gmail.com">bruinp@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Social Media:**Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Youtube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Signatory 1:**Sam Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Signatory 2:**MICHAEL Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Website:**<a href="https://www.bruinp.com">https://www.bruinp.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{122} Culture War Criminal (@CULTUREWARCRMNL), Twitter Account, last accessed February 21, 2021, [https://twitter.com/CULTUREWARCRMNL](https://twitter.com/CULTUREWARCRMNL)

Appendix B: LCHP White Nationalism in California Map

Since the Luskin Center of History and Policy presented its first White Nationalist map in November 2019, that mapped the presence of white nationalist groups in Southern California, major developments have contributed to changes in Southern California’s most active hate groups.

In 2019, Southern Poverty Law Center tracked eighty-eight different hate groups across the state of California. In 2020, that number dropped to seventy-two statewide.124 The changing numbers of active groups and the nature of their mobilization can be attributed to three factors.125 First, the outbreak of COVID-19 has led to a decline in white nationalist group activity and in-person meet-ups. Second, groups are harder to track because they are being removed from social media platforms, and are moving to encrypted chat rooms. Despite the decrease in reported hate groups, the number of hate crimes independent of group association has continued to increase. The most recent Los Angeles County hate crimes report revealed that the violent crime rate has reached its highest level since 2009 - a 38% overall increase126 - and 2020 marked the seventh consecutive year of an increase in hate crimes.127 Most notably, since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic there has been a spike in hate crimes against

124 https://www.splcenter.org/hate-map?state=CA
125 https://www.splcenter.org/news/2021/02/01/year-hate-2020
127 https://xtown.la/2021/01/19/hate-crimes-record-increase/
Asian Americans. This leads to the third point: the Trump presidency not only emboldened white nationalists, but also encouraged a violent insurrection on the U.S. Capitol that included a heavy white nationalist presence.

The updated map seeks to identify which white nationalist groups remain active and if any new groups have emerged in California since its previous report. It also identifies California residents who took part in the US Capitol riot. The updated map also includes white nationalist activity throughout the entire state of California. View the complete interactive map at this link.\(^{128}\)

\(^{128}\) All reported incidents and their descriptions provided by the Anti-Defamation League.
Appendix C: Key Terms

National Conservative landscape:

**America First/Groypers**: Followers of “Groyperism.” Supporters of podcaster and political commentator Nick Fuentes, founder of the *America First* podcast.129 “Groypers” seek to infuse the Republican Party with anti-immigration, pro-white, and Christian values traditionally associated with more extreme white nationalist groups.130

**“America First” Political Action Conference (AFPAC)**: An annual, far-right political conference offered as an alternative to CPAC, by scheduling it on the same weekend, hosted by “America First” leadership: Nick Fuentes and Patrick Casey.131 AFPAC has featured speakers such as United States Representative Paul Gosar.132

**Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC)**: An annual, conservative political conference since 1974 for politicians and activists hosted in Washington DC by the American Conservative Union (ACU) and Young Americans for Freedom (YAF).133

**Michelle Malkin**: Conservative blogger, author, and political commentator with antisemitic, racist, and nativist views.134 Malkin is strongly associated with the America First/Groper movement.135

**Nicholas Fuentes**: founder of the Groper movement (“Groper Army”)136 and a self-described American nationalist137 and paleoconservative138 with a history of white-nationalist and antisemitic views, such as Holocaust denial.139
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135 Anti-Defamation League, “Groper Army.”
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**Turning Point USA (TPUSA):** A Conservative youth organization that is largely aligned with Donald Trump and aims to “...educate students about the importance of fiscal responsibility, free markets, and limited government.”¹⁴⁰

**Young America’s Foundation (YAF):** A Conservative youth organization that is guided by Reagan-style politics and ensuring that young people are inspired by “…the ideas of individual freedom, a strong national defense, free enterprise, and traditional values.”¹⁴¹ YAF offers resources to start high school or college chapters at schools nationwide. They also work closely with schools, with or without chapters, in order to bring conservative speakers to campuses.¹⁴²

**UCLA landscape:**

**Bruin Republicans (BR):** The umbrella organization representing Conservative viewpoints at UCLA. Officially self-described as the following: “As the premiere right-wing political organization on campus, the Bruin Republicans pride themselves on offering conservative students an outlet for their opinions and a niche for their values. Like many College Republican organizations, we attempt to stimulate the campus dynamic with thoughtful debate.”¹⁴³

**Student, Organizations, Leadership, and Engagement Office (SOLE):** The UCLA office responsible for the registration, oversight, assistance, and funding of the over 1,200 official student organizations on campus.¹⁴⁴

**Undergraduate Students Association Council (USAC):** The governing body of 15 elected council members to the Undergraduate Students Association (USA) — representing every undergraduate student at UCLA.¹⁴⁵

¹⁴¹ “About,” YAF, https://www.yaf.org/about/
¹⁴³ Ibid.
¹⁴⁴ “About SOLE,” SOLE, https://www.sole.ucla.edu/About-Us
¹⁴⁵ “What is USAC?,” USAC, https://usac.ucla.edu/about/